Operational Assessment: A Roadmap For Value Creation
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Managing staffing levels, benchmarking to the competition, tracking expenses – all effective means of
assessing the ongoing operation of a hotel. Assuming competent management, at this level your operator
should have it covered. There is, however, a more broad meaning and purpose implied by the term
operational assessment not typically captured as part of management’s daily oversight. To hotel asset
managers, an operational assessment is the process by which opportunities are identified to enhance
revenues, improve operating margins and ultimately maximize asset value. By this definition an
operational assessment entails a critical review of the asset (including financial performance, staffing and
organizational structure, management and brand effectiveness), coupled with an understanding of
investment goals to deliver a strategic plan for the asset. An effective operational assessment will identify
not only issues, but also uncover opportunities for enhancing bottom line performance and most
importantly, a plan for implementation. Hotel owners should consider the following planning points and
benefits surrounding an operational assessment:
WHO? Operation Collaboration: Whether a professional asset management firm or a qualified hospitality
consultant, facilitating the process through a third‐party will yield more meaningful results due to the
level of objectivity and ability to align with ownership goals. Notwithstanding, the operating team must
be fully engaged and the process be managed in a manner that fosters collaboration. The management
team will play an integral part in implementation on recommendations, so a mutual understanding of
the process and buy‐in on initiatives upfront is critical.
WHEN? Whether Times Are Good or Bad: A common misconception is that an operational assessment is
like calling the doctor…you only do it when something is wrong. Contrary to this belief, the opportunity
for bottom line improvement can be even greater during periods of high demand and strong financial
performance. Evaluating selling strategies, business mix and pricing during peak periods are essential to
ensure that no money is left on the table. Similarly, a close examination of expenses may uncover an
unnecessarily high cost structure that can be masked when performance is up. Good times deserve the
greatest scrutiny to prevent management complacency, while also ensuring the right strategies are in
place to maximize performance.
WHERE? To Spend on CapEx: An effective operational assessment will include a detailed analysis of
operating performance by department, identifying opportunities for improvement, as well as exiting
limitations. In many cases the opportunity for a hotel to perform at its true potential may be tied to
necessary capital improvements or involve other physical aspects impacting functionality. An operational
assessment will assist owners in prioritizing projects to ensure capital dollars are allocated to those areas
which promise the highest return.
WHY? Beyond The Budget: Developed in October and approved in December, the budget is a critical tool
in establishing meaningful targets and financial expectations for the upcoming year. It is important to
remember, however, that budgets are static, while strategies must be fluid. Operating teams can become
glued so tightly to the budget, often creating blinders in the face of opportunity. Particularly in light of
strong market recovery and performance, hotel owners should be asking “Is my hotel performing to
potential?” rather than simply to budget. An operational assessment will determine whether the strategy
developed back in October is still relevant, and provide recommendations for generating incremental
profit based on current market opportunities.

WHAT? Should Owners Expect: The outcome of an effective operational assessment should be two‐fold.
First, identifying opportunity is only half the battle….you need a plan for implementation, including
specific initiatives that ultimately serve as the roadmap for value creation. Lastly, and most importantly,
hotel owners should expect RESULTS. Converting the findings of an operational assessment into tangible
bottom line improvement is what it’s all about. Be sure to engage a professional firm to facilitate the
process with a proven track record of implementation, as well as delivering measurable results.
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